The inventive genius awakens his dormant, and his acquired dignity
bespeaks his acknowledged superiority. But it is not till a period of
years has added strength to his body, that his approved affections
perceivably lead of the forest nor till a course of education has
matured his reason, polished his manners, and robed his nature
in a mantle of wisdom—then his conductance is truly and
justly or the appearance, indicative of power and dominion for
on man myself into the world. His situation both as a husband
ment would score of all; creating the least characteristics
of the S rough which he is destined to wield. While we caution
state the animal. Creation in their infantile state more forcibly
appears inclined to wear a glorious aspect for the young brute and
helping him in strength and knowledge would seem to claim
the title to dominion, and let it pass where the scepter. In all
most all, the species of the brute Creation. The young sheep
after its birth is subject of strength and agility which en-
able it to act in self defense or procure to escape from
danger. It is furnished by nature with instinctive know-
edge which immediately points it to the fountain of in-
nuence afforded by the mother on which directly it depends
on the nurture of the food or to seek its prey in the force,
according to the nature of its species. But infancy may
constantly help and entirely reasonable of his wants
produce a spectacle which demands the pity of the Sceptic
and管理工作 of all surrounding Creation.
He has neither strength to use his food nor knowledge to de-
fect of his chase. The tenderest care of the caution provides
and affectionate nurse is requisite to guard his defenseless
state. The wisdom of the adult must aid, and the woman
hand of the experienced should administer. The nourishment un-
able to sustain life and unused strength. A few months con-
cludes the growth of the brute and furnishes its full portion
bodily strength and its knowledge is parallel with its end.